
 

 

 

 

 If someone is illegally in the USA majority of the things that they come forth to try to confess can 
not be believed to begin with as they have already came into this country in a illegal way and could 
be deceiving our systems by claiming they were a victim of extortion. How can this be proven? You 
can not record another individual without their consent, unless they are in your private residence. Its 
impossible to prove an illegal persons case without having witnesses. It will be he say or she say 
type of thing. In most cases the extortion would not take place via mail, email or phone call but more 
than likely in a work place setting. The extortion would not take place in front of others but more 
than likely in a isolated setting and most definitely be targeted at women since they are more 
vulnerable to scams.     
  
  
  
 If an illegal reports her co-worker, boss or some random individual and states that they have been 
extorting her/him and demanding that they pay them money or they will report them,  how is this to 
be proven? Based on a information given by a lawyer he states "First, it must be shown that the 
defendant made a threat. Second, the threat must be associated with an intent to exact some form 
of payment from the victim. Third, the threat must be shown to be capable of inducing fear in the 
victim (even if the threat was not ultimately received)". This all makes perfect sense but how does 
the illegal prove that a threat was made? How does the illegal prove that they rendered payment to 
the extorter? Was the illegal truly afraid?  
  
  
  
 The conclusion I draw is that a person extorting anyone will not leave a paper trail and the extortion 
may happen by different people and those different people may always demand cash or something 
that isn't traceable. How do you prove that they are telling the truth? By just believing them? That is 
not enough! I am against this bill.  - Shane Mitchell  
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